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The problem of the body-and I think it continues to be a
problem for feminism-is also the problem of theory.
Within some feminist discourses, the feminine body has
for some time been the site of a struggle, a struggle in
which poststructuralists are accused of reducing (or
elevating) corporeality to the status of a trope, while
empiricist feminists are accused of placing the body
outside language and culture, of subscribing to the worst
sort of biologism. If the body is, as many theorists have
asserted, the central object through which relations of
power and resistance are played out, how and where are
we to locate the stable identity that would seem to be the
necessary ground for political action, for subjectivity
itself? On the other hand, it seems to me that one must
also acknowledge that an extrasemiotic notion of the
body as "materialized subject" explains very little about
the contradictions and paradoxes that constitute us as
women. These are questions that have been raised in a
number of different contexts during this conference-the
inside/outside opposition that seems to be preoccupying
us here finds its most urgent expression, it seems to me,
in the question of the body and its boundaries. Because
the question of the body is a question of boundaries: the
metaphysical boundaries that endeavor to separate the
body from the word, the racial and national boundaries



that both produce and threaten difference, the various
mappings of power and sexuality that make-as Judith
Butler puts it-some bodies matter more than others. The
generation of surplus capital is, in some sense,
predicated upon the material subjugation of a
hemispheric underclass, a labor force in which women
are, by all accounts, decidedly overepresented.

Our concern with the body also foregrounds the
connection between speculation and specularity, and
reminds us that "theory" derives from a Greek word
meaning "to look at." The theorizing of the body thus has
its fetishistic aspects-when attempting to theorize the
culturally determined mapping of feminine bodies across
national and racial boundaries, this specular moment
can too easily slip into what Sabina Sawhney calls
"cultural tourism," a practice whereby the presumably
exteriorized gaze of first-world feminists is directed
fleetingly and paternalistically at the differently colored
and coded bodies of their cultural "others." If it's
Tuesday, this must be Asia, or India, or Mexico, and you
must be my sister in feminism. For the feminist theorist,
no less than for any other onlooker, the question of the
body is thus a politically and ethically urgent one: the
specular moment is the moment in which we are caught
looking, interiorized by our own delusions of exteriority.
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